
This combination unit comes with both 
standard swings and a bird's nest swing, 
making it a definite playground favourite! The 
bird's nest swing can have many children on it 
at once, or if you want, lie down and have a 
relax. The swings are sociable and fun, and the 
bird's nest caters to all abilities. Combine that 
with the natural look and feel of Robinia, which 

provides an organic structure that can either 
blend into or stand out from your surroundings. 
Children can touch and feel the timber while 
playing, observing how nature inspiration 
interacts with the built environment.
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Item no. NRO907-1101

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH  723x208x284 cm
Age group  2+
Play capacity (users) 9
Colour options n n
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Bird nest swing
Physical: balance, coordination and spatial 
awareness are developed when swinging. The 
swinging movement trains the arm, leg and 
core muscles. Social-Emotional: the 
spacious seat allows for many children 
standing, lying, seated together and is 
inclusive for all. Cognitive: 'Cause and effect' 
understanding, rhythm and thinking skills are 
developed in younger children.

Two single swing seats
Physical: balance, coordination and spatial 
awareness are trained when swinging. All 
necessary when judging distances and 
managing traffic safely. Social-Emotional: 
parallel play invites cooperation and 
consideration. Cognitive: 'Cause and effect' 
understanding, managing rhythm and thinking 
skills for younger children when swinging. 
Rules games for bigger children.



All organic Robinia products by KOMPAN are 
made of Robinia wood which is sourced from 
sustainable plantation farms. On request it can 
be supplied as FSC® Certified (FSC® 
C004450). 

Swing hangers for Robinia wood crossbeams 
are made of stainless steel brackets and can 
move over two axes. The flange bearings are 
silicone enriched to make the suspension 
maintenance free.

The standard seats of KOMPAN swings are 
engineered for maximum safety and durability. 
The seat two component seat with a PP inner 
core and outside rubber is produced in one 
operation. The seats are available with swing 
chains of either hot-dip galvanised steel or 
stainless steel for all swings heights.

KOMPAN has a range of uniquely designed 
seats for toddles which includes; A rubber baby 
seat, a toddler PUR seat with four chain 
suspension for easy movement and cradle seat. 
Additional you can select the You & Me swing 
seat which is suitable for adult and child which 
allows two users to swing together while facing 
each other. 

KOMPAN's bird's nest seats have been 
designed to be light in weight and compliant 
with global safety standards. The soft, shock-
absorbent bumpers has a non-slip surface, 
making the swing seat extremely user friendly. 
You can choose between a rope version with 
reinforced PA rope or a moulded PE version. 
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Installation Information
Max. fall height 150 cm
Safety surfacing area 42.9 m²
Total installation time 9.9
Excavation volume 2.29 m³
Concrete volume 0.48 m³
Footing depth (standard) 113 cm
Shipment weight 618 kg
Anchoring options In-ground a

Warranty Information
Robinia Wood 15 years
Ropes & Nets 10 years
Spare Parts Guarantee 10 years
Swing Hangers 5 years
Swing Seat 10 years
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Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

NRO907-1101 299.34 0.55 3.08

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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Click to see TOP VIEW Click to see SIDE VIEW

https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/5a1d4b06-530f-433e-bff8-f8c0c8969303/NRO907_Footprint_AS.jpg
https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/ff2a0061-90f7-4110-b71d-49f8d54b8b10/NRO907_Side_AS.jpg
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